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Big thanks to all great artists and bands who kindly let me use their tracks on this compilation 
which represents some of the best free download / underground music there is! 
 
I made this collection because I noticed I have a huge amount of great Underground music floating 
around, and I wanted other people to hear it too. I then compiled them into playlists to have all the 
best songs in one and realized I could as well try to make it a public collection, as most of the songs 
were free downloads after all! It was a big challenge to turn random songs to an entity with good 
enough flow to make it pleasant to listen, but also surprising for the listener. I think I succeeded 
well and you can really hear a drama-curve from the music, which song titles and cover art 
support.  



Track Listing 
 

Part 1 - 9:00 PM - Loudspeakers 

 
 
 
01. The Morningside - The Trees Part Two - from the albumTreeLogia (The Album As It Is Not) 

released by Solitude Productions (2011) 
02. Swath - The Circle - from the Ep The Circle (2008) 
03. Embreach - Shadow's Song - from the Ep Deafening Silence (2008) 
04. My Reflection - Conscience Calling - from the album Be my Eyes (2010) 
05. Sedän Näkemys - Sedän Näkemys - from the Ep Lunastus (2007) 
06. Mental D-struction - Untitled Nervosa - from the collection Tunnel to the Underground Vol. I 

(2010) 
07. Weeping Birth - Hymen De Sang & Sperme - from the album A Painting of Raven and Rape 

(2003) released by Conatus records 
08. Albireon - Chaosinsomnia - from the album Disincanto (2001) 
09. Formloff - Skævven - from the upcoming album Spyhorelandet due to be released in January 

2012 
10. Satan's Almighty Penis - Tentacles Of The Ancient Ones - from the album Into the Cunt of 

Chaos 



 
Part 2 - 4:00 AM - Headphones 

 
 
 
01. Master Toad - Dark Insects of the Catacomb - from the split album Offer Their Souls (2010) 

released by Kitty on Fire Records 
02. Mika Björklund - mielen pimeät huoneet 
03. Rainbosws -  01 - from the Ep h (2010) released by on;(do) 
04. Hollow Branches - Impending Morning Haunts - from the Ep Anchored In Sleep (2010) 

released by Strix records 
05. Alex Spalding - Glimmer - from the album Amos In Flames (2011) released by Sirona Records 
06. Pollux - Blue Hope - from the split album Offer Their Souls (2010) released by Kitty on Fire 

Records 
07. Golden Cloud - Clearlight - from the album Golden Cloud & O.S.I.S. - Split (2011) released by 

Sirona Records 
08. Susurrus Inanis - And I Shall Never - from the album The Shadowless Shining (1997) released 

by Will Crashed Communications 
09. Master Toad - Unicorn Dreams - from the split album Offer Their Souls (2010) released by 

Kitty on Fire Records 



 
Part 3 - 2:00 PM - A Late Morning 

 
 
 

01. Landeluxé - Lazybeat - released at Assembly 2011 in a demo LazyBeat by KoomaDot 
02. Tsuhna Carnival - Ristitty - from the Katumaa Tango / Ristitty -single (2007) 
03. FatalExceptionID - CLR_CMOS - from the album Machines (2010) 
04. Boris Clitoris - evil! satan! / I'm An Alligator - from Eps' gayest shits (2009) and Swastikat 

Swastikore (2011) 
05. FatalExceptionID and YTCracker - N.E.S. - from the collection Glitch Village Vol. 2 (2008)  
06. Päijänteen suopalloilijat - Eläinlaulu 
07. Koltiaine - Kuinka Kummallinen 
08. Bieks - Relic - from the webrelease album That Biekse Record 
09. SDSA - The Life (Prod. by Oz Alchemist) - from the mixtape Drug Life (2010) 
10. Indelible - Keep Me Warm - from the album Remnants in Red (2011) released by Strix records 
11. Blueprint Human Being - Vojaganto - from the Demo Heaven Is All (2003) re-released by 

Paradigms Recordings in 2006 
12. RedSK - Aromatherapy Incense (bonus track) 



 

The Story 
 
The compilation can be interpreted to carry two different stories. In the first, simpler to understand, 
Part 1 is supposed to be listened late evening while doing anything, Part II is the album to fall 
asleep on and Part III the album to be awakened with.  
 
The more subtle story uses the atmosphere of the tracks. The atmosphere starts quite mellow, but 
starts to head towards darkness which peaks in the end of Part 1 and in the beginning of Part II, 
with three very depressing tracks. After it the music starts to find some light in it and it progresses 
to a lighter tone and in the beginning of the third part "explodes into light". This could be derived 
as a person's fall into depression and recovering process or something similar to that. 
 

Credits 
 
Released by Sirona Records 14.01.2012 as a Free Download from www.archive.org 
 
Author of the compilation: Lauri Iltanen (Just to clarify things - I am not working for Sirona 
Records, nor is this collection ordered by Sirona Records. It was made simply after my own idea 
with the help of Sirona Records releasing it :).) 
 
Main cover: Iranon (Luc Messina) http://oniroscope.deviantart.com/ 
Part I Cover: Iranon (Luc Messina) 
Part II Cover: Jôb Tajha 
Part III cover: Remina (http://www.facebook.com/pages/Remina/294740290565586) 
Assistant Graphic Director: Iranon (Luc Messina) 
 
 
Contact, questions, feedback e-mail: sumueneofolk at gmail dot com 


